Ultimate
Switching on contemporary style
Wiring accessories, lighting control & automation
Ultimately... the choice is yours

You choose the style, the finish and the functions that harmonise with your taste and your lifestyle. You choose whether to have a consistent theme throughout your home or to mix and match individual styles and finishes in tune with the decor of each room. **With Ultimate the choice really is yours.**

**Ultimate - slimline**
Understated style that blends seamlessly with any decor.

**Ultimate - low profile**
A contemporary twist on classic design.

**Ultimate - flat plate**
An ultra slim, ultra slick addition to your design theme.

**Ultimate - screwless flat plate**
Style and sophistication taken to an even higher level.

**Ultimate - additions**
Extending your choice even further with a selection contemporary of high gloss and matt finishes.

**Ultimate - transparent**
Add a little fun by making your wiring devices almost disappear, or add a distinctive image, the choice is yours.
A family of styles brought together by design

With its family of styles, from the understated design of Ultimate slimline to the chic style of Ultimate flat plate, you will always find the style and finish that integrates seamlessly with your design theme.
Ultimate slimline - quality and style

Offering a stylish, modern alternative. Ultimate slimline meets the highest specification to enhance any installation.

Ultimate Grid

The comprehensive Ultimate grid system has been specially designed to bring beauty and style to commercial spaces. With a wide range of modules to choose from, including communication, data and printed switches, Ultimate grid can provide the ideal solution for a highly technical specification.

Ultimate low profile - design refined

Bring a touch of style to your contemporary design themes - With 5mm raised edges and Ultimate styling, the range fully complements the screwless and flat plate ranges.
Switching on contemporary style

Just 3mm thin Ultimate screwless and flat plate ranges take the beautifully sleek design and high quality materials of the Ultimate family to an even higher level of sophistication.

Ideal for premium commercial and residential environments - where style needs to backed up with the highest levels of functionality and reliability - Ultimate screwless and flat plate give you the choices you need to create harmony across even the most demanding installations.

- The first to provide full 16AX fluorescent rating on all plate switches.
- Minimal back projection for easy installation in both new and retrofits.
- Easy-fit screwless front plate simply but securely clips into mounting system.
- Even with the screwless front plate removed, access to live parts is restricted.
- Supplied with both long and short screws for installation flexibility.
- Large in-line angled colour coded terminals to aid cable insertion and selection.
- Foam gasket to assist mounting on uneven walls or provide a barrier to moisture
- Double pole options on 1 and 2 gang switched sockets.
- Twin earth terminals on 2 gang sockets.
- Fully matched grid system.

Taking sophistication to an even higher level
Ultimate screwless flat plate - sleek sophistication

Add a touch of class to your premium installations by choosing the sleek, clean sophistication of Ultimate screwless.

Ultimate flat plate - ultra slim chic

Add that special finishing touch to any interior - Ultimate flat plate combines superior engineering with an ultra slim, ultra chic, sleek flat plate design.
The rapid expansion of entertainment and communication devices in the home requires an ever increasing diversity of wiring accessories to power, access and control the technology people use everyday. Choosing Ultimate accessories not only provides all of the functions needed in the modern home but a choice of styles and finishes to match to the mood and use of every room.

Imagine you could control not only your television, DVD player and other audio devices, but also building functions such as lights and blinds, all with a single remote control. With the Connect universal remote control it combines two kinds of technology in one device: infrared and radio.
Switching on contemporary style
Today’s travellers expect more than ever before from their hotel experience... more style, greater convenience and ever increasing levels of connectivity. Whilst rising costs mean that hotel owners are constantly looking for better ways to save energy.

With a range of styles and finishes designed to compliment your chosen decor and functions that include international sockets, data connections, key-card switches and occupancy indicators our Ultimate accessories allow you to meet the needs of both hotel operators and their customers.
The ever increasing use of technology in the workplace means that the need for reliable power and data connections is greater than ever.

Now you can meet that need without compromising on style; all of our Ultimate styles and finishes include the first 16AX plate switch, clean earth socket outlets and a comprehensive selection of data, audio, video and telecommunication connections.

Flexibility and cost efficiency are particularly important when it comes to commercial buildings. This is where intelligent building management with KNX really comes into its own.

For example: At the touch of a button, you can activate a whole series of functions in preparation for a presentation: groups of luminaires are switched off or dimmed, the blinds and the projection screen are lowered, and the projector and microphone are switched on automatically. Finally, ventilation and heating create an optimal environment. All these different functions can be adapted to meet specific requirements.
Switching on contemporary style
Understated styles and finishes that blend seamlessly with any decor and a vast range of power, control and connectivity options give you the choices you need to meet the varied needs of public spaces.

From the strength and durability of Ultimate slimline and low profile provide the required strength and durability for exposed and possibly uneven surfaces. The sophistication of Ultimate screwless adds an elegant finishing touch to prestigious buildings. Our Ultimate family allows you to tailor the accessories to the needs of each installation, or, specific areas within that installation.
Airports by their very nature are busy, demanding environments which place complex demands on their electrical infrastructure. When designing solutions for these applications it is important to have access to the right products from an established specialist in this field.

From a simple switch to large multi-function grid plates, from durable low profile to ultra chic screwless flat plate our Ultimate range provides the wiring accessories you need all the way from the baggage area to the boardroom.

As well as providing the looks, Ultimate provides intelligent building technology through the KNX. The KNX DALI lighting control and monitoring system can be used to provide site-wide communication over a common IP data network. This, along with operating on an internationally recognised open standard, provides peace of mind and centralised control.
The clean lines and durable materials of our Ultimate wiring accessories make them the ideal choice for hospital or nursing home installations. Integrating them with products from the wider Schneider Electric portfolio, such as bedhead trunking - incorporating power, data and medical gas modules, multi-function grid plates and modular data pillars, widens their appeal still further.

Pick and choose the functions you need at the bed head, in the consulting rooms and throughout the hospital complex to build a complete power and data infrastructure from a single source.
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As a global specialist in energy management with operations in more than 100 countries, Schneider Electric offers integrated solutions across multiple market segments, including leadership positions in energy and infrastructure, industrial processes, building automation, and data centres/networks, as well as a broad presence in residential applications.

Focused on making energy safe, reliable, and efficient, the company’s 110,000 plus employees achieved sales of 19.6 billion euros in 2010, through an active commitment to help individuals and organisations “Make the most of their energy.”

We are changing our brand names and becoming one Schneider Electric. You’ll get the same great quality products, but from one name you can remember and trust. This provides you and your customers with the reassurance associated with Schneider Electric.

Some of our market leading brands have already become Schneider Electric including Merlin Gerin, Telemecanique, Square D, GET, Mita, Sarel, Himel, Thorsman, Tower and TAC.

Working as one Schneider Electric makes it clearer that our ranges are highly compatible for integrated solutions.